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A filthy new bad-boy romance from New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author Clarissa Wild that will pushA filthy new bad-boy romance from New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author Clarissa Wild that will push
all your buttons... all your buttons... 

Pleasure is business.Pleasure is business.

That's our motto here at Hotel O.

No strings attached gratification is what we provide. Nothing is off limits.

And all of it stays within these walls.

My job as the organizer of these events requires a personal sacrifice.

Girlfriends are a liability I can't afford.

So I get my own satisfaction somewhere else.

Online.

Anonymous.

Nothing beyond a one-night stand...

And I've found the perfect toy to play with.

A persistent, equally wicked girl that I can't say no to.

The girl who's going to make me risk it all.

Welcome to Hotel O... Enjoy your stay.

Author's Note: Hotel O is complete and utter filthiness. Expect lots of debauchery... with multiple people. Please doAuthor's Note: Hotel O is complete and utter filthiness. Expect lots of debauchery... with multiple people. Please do
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not read if you're easily offended or do not enjoy romances that explore the boundaries of depravity... Don't say Inot read if you're easily offended or do not enjoy romances that explore the boundaries of depravity... Don't say I

didn't warn you.didn't warn you.

For a *limited time* this book includes a bonus novel (Bad Teacher). Rest assured, Hotel O is still a full-length 80000For a *limited time* this book includes a bonus novel (Bad Teacher). Rest assured, Hotel O is still a full-length 80000
words standalone novel without cliffhanger.words standalone novel without cliffhanger.
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